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which one is recurrent (recurrent bI'. fig. VI) and 1eaves the septum 
to go over into the skin at 1 V and 2 Tl. fig. V. 

The internal branch can_ be followed up to the vena 1ateralis (VL I 

fig. IV) anc1 then goes over in a 1005e plexus. On its way to the vena 
lateralis the intemal branch gives off several filaments, which reach 
the skin through the intermyotomal septum 3 V-6 V fig. IV and V. 
Before passing over into the skin these filaments form a 100se plexus 
covering the most ventral part of the myotome. . 

The roots and mainbranches of the spinal nerve bave a submyotomal 
position and are not bound in their course by the form of the 
myotome; these branches on the contrar.r, which go over into the 
septum to rear.h the skin, are in their course fixed by the form of 
the myotome. The fina1 course of the branches in the corium was 
not traeed out with enough accuracy to give results here. 

The descriptions given in this note on1y appIy to that region of 
the trunk which is situated between the thoracic and first dorsal fin. 

Conclusion.~ : 
1. One single spinal nerve only innervates one single myotome 

anc1 the intermyotomal tissue through which the nel~ves pass. 
I!. The roots and mainbranches of the spinal nerve have a sub

myotomal position ; the branches never perfOl'ate ~ myotome, but 
run always in the intermyotomal septum to the skin. In general 
they are to be found bet ween the perimysium and the intermyotomal 
septum. \ 

lIl. The spinal ner~e shows a primary division into three parts, a 
posterior, 1ateral anel anterior division in agreement with the eliffe
rentation of the myotome in a dOl'sal, latel'al anel ventral part. 

IV. All largel' branches are mixed nerves containing elements of 
the anterior and posterior roots. 

Mathematics. - "On linear systems of algebmic plane cw'Ves". 
By Prof. JAN DE VRIES. 

~ 1. The points of contact of the tangents out of a point 0 to 
the curves C'l of a pencil lie on a curve t21l- 1 which I shall call the 
tangential Clt1'Ve of O. It is a special case of a curve indicated by 
CUEMONA 1). By Ellm. WEYR 2)" GUCCIA~) and W. BOUWMAN 4) it has 
been applied when proving the prop er ties of pencils anel nets. 

1) CREMONA-CURTZE, Einleitung in eine geometrische Theorie der ebenen Curven 
(1865) p. 119. 

2) Sitzungsberichte der Akademie in Wien, LXI, 82. 
S) Rendiéonti del Circolo matematico di Palermo (1895), IX, 1. 
4) Nieuw Archief voor Wiskunde (1900), IV, 258. 
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If a linear system (Cn)k of ook curves cn is given, we can consider 
tbe locus of the points P!C+l' where a curve of that system bas a 
(k + 1)-pointed contact with a right line, passing through }he fixed 
point O. 

To determine the order g;(k) of the locus (P"+I) I consider the 
curves (Cn)k having in the points P of the rig'ht line I a k-pointed 
contact with the corresponding right line OP. Each ray OP cuts 
tbe curve individualized by P moreover in (n-k) points Q. Each point 
of intersection of I with the locus of the points Q being evidently 
a point P"+l' the locus (Q) is a curve of order pek). 

The curves of (Cn)k passing through 0 farm a system (C")k-l. The 
order of the locus of the points Pk where a cn of this latter system 
has a k-pointed contact with OP is evidently indicated by q.(k -1). 
So on I lie g;(k-1) points P for which one of the corresponding 
points Q coincides with 0; in other words the locus (Q) passes 
fJl.k -1) times through 0, so it is of order g;(k -1) + (n - k). 

To determine pek) we have now the recnrrent relation 

pek) = (~(k -1) + (n - k). 
From this we deduce 

pek) = p (1) + t (k -1) (2n -- l.; - 2). 
Here q;(1) represents the order of the tangential curve, thus (2n -1). 
80 we find 

pek) = t (k + 1) (2n - k). 

The locus of the points where a CU1've C'I , beZonging to a k-fold 
infinite linear' system has a (k + 1)-pointecl contact wit/~ a 1'Ïgltt line 
passing through a fixed point 0 is a curve of onZer t (k + 1) (2n - kj, 
on wMen 0 is a t k (k + 1)-fold point. 

For (Cn)k determines on a right line l' through 0 an involution of 
order n and rank k. The number of lk + 1)-fold elements ofthis in
volution amounts to (k + 1) (n - k); tlJat is at the same time the 
number of points Pk+l, lying on 1'. Consequently 0 is an ik (k + 1)
fold point on (Pk+l)' 

§ 2. Each ray r through a fixed point 0 is touched by 2 (n -1) 
curves cn of a pencil (cn); the points of contact T are the double points 
of the involution detel'mined by (c'l ) on 1'. The curves cn indicated by 
these points T intersect l' moreover in 2 (n -1) (n - 2) points S. 
When r rotates round 0 the points S wiJl describe a curve which 
I shall caU the satellite cztrve of O. 

This curve passes (n + :J) (n -- 2) times through 0; for if r 
coincides with one of the tangents out of 0 to cn passing through 
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o one of the puinLs S lies in O. Sa the curve (S) is of order 
(n + 1) (n - 2) + 2 (n -l)(n - 2) = (n - 2) (3n -1). 

If B is a base-point of (e~), then only 2 (n - 2) points T (the double 
points of an In-I) !ie on OB outsipe 0 and B. 80 OB touches in 
B the tangential curve of 0 whilst it is (n - 2)-fold tangent of (8). 

Each of the 2 (n - 2) curves e'l touching OB p1'ojects a point Sin B. 
80 each base-point is a 2 (n - 2)-fold point of the satellite curve. 

The common points of the tangential curve t2n - 1 and fhe satellite 
curve s~3n-I)(1I-2) form four groups. 

First the1'e are en + 1) (n - 2) united in O. 
Secondly 2 (n - 2) lie in each base-point B. 

_ Thirdly the two curves touch each other at each inflectional point 
sen ding its tangent through O. 

Foul'thly they cut each other in the points of contact of each 
double tangent passing through O. 

Now the inflectional tangents of a pencH envelop a curve of class 
3n en - 2).1) 
\ Sa the numbel' of points of contact of infleetional tangents through 
o amounts to 
(n - 2) (3n-1) (2n-1) -(n-2)(n + 1) -2 (n-2) n2 -6n(n-2) = 

= 4n (n - 2)(n - 3). 
The double tangents of the cztrves en belonging to a peneil envelop 

a r.ztrve of class 2n (n - 2) (n - 3). 

~ 3. Following EMIL WEYR 2) we consider the curve cn+1 gene
rated by the pencil (cn) with the pencil projectively conjugate to it 
of the tangents in a base-point B. As each ct! cuts its tangent more
over in (12 - 2) points, B is a threefold point of the c"+1• From this 
enslH;s easily that through B can be drawn (n + 4) (n - 3) tangents 
to C"+I, As many double tangents of the peneil (en) have one of 
their póints of contact in B. 

We shall now consider the satellite curve of B. On each l'ay l' 

thl'ough B lie 2 (n - 2) pojnts of contact T, so 2 (n - 2)(n - 3) 
points 8. If l' coincides with one of the double tangents just mentioned, 
one of the points 8 lies in B. So B is an (n + 4) (n - 3)-fold point 
on (S) and the order of (S) pl'oves to be equal to (n + 4) (n - 3) + 
2 (n -- 2) (n - 3) = 311. (n - 3). 

The tangential curve of B has in B a threefold point; fol' a !'ay 

1) For this is the number of tangents of t~1l-1 which besides the n~ tau gents 
of OB can be drawn through O. 

2) Sitzungsberichte der Akademie in WieD LXI, 82. 
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through B bears but (212 - 4) points T, whiIst the curve t is of 
order (212 -1). 

Of the common points -of t2n- 1 and 8311(11-3) th ere are 3 (12 + 4) (n - 3) 
lying in B, 2 (n - 3) in each of the l'emaining (n 2 -1) base-points and 
two in each of the inflectional points sending their tangent thl'ough B. 

The number of those inflectional tangents is 3n (n - 2) - 9, as 
each of the three inflectional tangents, having their inflectional point 
in B, must be counted three times. This is evitlent when we consider 
a curve of (c 3

), whel'e a base-point can he only on inflectional 
tangents for which it is inflectional point itself. This number amounts 
to three, whilst the class of the envelope of the inflectional tangents 
is nine. 

80 we find for the number of the points of contact, not lying in 
B, of double tangents out of B 
3n(n-3) (2n-1 )-3 (n+4) (n-3) -2 (n-3) (n '-1) -6 (n-3) (12+1) = 

=4 (n- 3)(n-J) (12 + 1). 

80 B lies on 2 (12 - 4) (n - 3) (12 + 1) double tangents. This num
bel' is 2 (n - 3) (12 + 4) 1ess than the number of doublE' tangents out 
of an arbitl'al'y point. The (12 - 3) (12 + 4) double tangents having 
one of its points of contact in B must thus be counted twice. 

Tlze envelope of the double tangents kas in eack base-point an 
(n + 4) (n - 3)-folcl point. 

~ 4. The locus of the points of contact D of the double tangents 
of (c") evidently passes (n + 4) (n - 3)-timf's through each base-point 
(~ 3). An al'bitl'al'y cn having on its double tangents 12 (n - 2) (n' - 9) 
points of contact D, the curve D and c" iutersect each othe1' in 
n 2 (n + 4) (12- 3) + n (n - 2) (12 2 

- 9) points. Consequently the locus 
of the points of contact D is a curve of order (12-3) (2n 2 +5n=-6). 1) 

We shall now consider the locus of the points W in which a 
c" is intersected by its double tangents. 

As each base-point B lies on 2 (11, - 4) (n - 3) (n + 1) double tan
gents (~ 3) the curve W passes with as many branches thl'ough B. 
80 it has with an al'bitl'al'y c'l in common 2n2 (n-4) (n-3) (12+1) + 
+ t n (12 - 2) (n 2 

- 9) (n - J) points. From this ensues that the curve 
(W) is of ordeL' t (n -- 4) (n - 3) (5122 + 5n - 6). 

The Curves (D) and (W) have outside the base-points a number of 
points in common equal to 

t (n - 4) (n - 3)' (5n2 ,+ 5n - 6) (2n~ + 5n - 6) -

- 2n~ (n- 4)(n- 3)2 (n + 1) (n + 4). 

1) See P. H. SCHOUTE, Wiskundige opgaven, H, 307. 
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From this ensues: 
In a pencil (c") 

i (n - 4) (n - 3)2 (10n 4 + 3))123 
- 21n' - 80n + 20) 

cw'ves have an inflectional lJoi12t of wlticl~ tl~e tangent toucI~es the 
curve in one other point 11101'e. 

§ 5. The locus of the inflectional points [of (cn) has a thl'eefold 
point in each baóe-point and a node III each of the 3 (n - 1)' no des 
of the pencil, out of which we immediately find that the curve (I) 
is of order 6 (n -1) and of class 6 (n - 2) (4 n -- 3) '). 

Let us now deduce the order of the locus of the points V deter
mined by a cll on itó inflectiollttl tangentó. 

As a base-point B lies on 3 (n - 3) (n + 1) infJectional tangents 
the curve (V) passes wHh as lmtny branches through B. 80 with 
an al'bitral'y cll it has 3122 (n - 3) (n + 1) + 312 (12 - 2) (n - 3) points 
in commOll. 

Oonsequently (V) is a curve of order3(n-3)(n'+2n-2). Now 
the curves (1) and (V) have besldes the base-points a number of 
points in common repl'esented by 

18 (12 -1) (n - 3) (n 2 + 212 - 2) - 9n' (12 - 3)(12 + J). 
These points can onIy have l'isen fi'om the coincidence ofïnflectional 

points with one of the points they have III common with the c71 under 
consideration, th1.ls from tangents witlt foul'pointed contact. Sueh an 
nndulation point, being equivalent to two inflectional points, is point 
of contact fol' (I) and (V) from which ensues: 

A pencil (ClI) contains : (n - 3) (12 3 + 12' - 8n +4) curves witlt an 

tmdulation point. 

§ 6. Let a thl'eefold infinite linear system of curves C" be given. 
The cll osculaling a l'ight line l in the point P cuts the ray OP 

drawn through the arbitl'ary point 0 mOl'eovel' in (n-1) points Q. 
The curves of (C")3 paósing thl'ongh 0 form a net (cn), detel'mining 

on l the grollps of an involutioll 1,". The latter having 3 (n - 2) 
threefold elements, the locus (Q) passes 3 (12 - 2)-times thl'ongh 0, 
so it is of order (4n - 7). 

Each of its points of intel'section J( with l is evidently a node on 
a CUl've of (c") , , with land Of{ fol' tangents. 

Eac!t 1'(q1tt line is nodal tangent f01' (4n -- 7) Clwves of t!te system. 
Fl'om this ensues that the locus of the nodes J( senrling olie of 

2) See BOB EK, Casopis (Prague), XI, 283. 

49 
Proceedings Royal Acad, Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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their tangents thl'ough the point 1I{ chosen al'bitl'arily is a curve of 
order (4n - 5); fol' 1I{ is a node of a CII, so it lies on two branches 
of (K). 

Each point ]( of the al'bitrary right line 1 is a node of a curve 
be10nging to (cII)a. Tlle points of intersection 1I{ and 111' of the tangents 
in J( with the right line rn chosen al'bitral'ily are pairs of tL sym
metric correspondence with characteristic number (4n - 5). To the 
coincidences belongs the point of intersection 1110 of land m, and 
twice even, because the CII, ha ving in that point a node, furnishes two 
points 11/0 ' coinciding Ivith 1110. Tbe remaining coincidences originate 
from tangents in cusps. From this ensues: 

Tlte locus of the cusps of a t!treefold infinite linear sJ/stem of 
CU1'ves of order n is a CZ61've 0 j' O1,de?' 4 (2n - 3). 

Mathematios. - "Some cltamctel'istic nwnbe'l's of an algebraic 
sUl'face." By Prof. JAN DE VRIES. 

In the following paper we shall show how by easy reasolling 
we can filld an amount of the chaL'actel'istic llumbers of a general 
sUl'face of order n 1). To this end we shall make use of sCl'olls 
formed by principa1 tangents or double tangents. 

~ 1. First I eonsider the bCl'oll A of the principal tangents a of 
whieh the points of contact A 1ie in a ghren plane a. The curve 
a" along which a cuts the slll'face CP" is evidently nodal curve of 
A. The tangents in the 3n (n - 2) inflectlOnal points of a" being 
principal tangents of ([>1/, I he scroIl A has 3n (n - 2) right lines and 
the curve all to be counted twice in common wUh (])1I, 80 it is a 
sCl'oll of order n (3n - 4). 

The two principal tangents (l and a' in a point of all have each three 
points in common wUh ([>/l; consequent1y all belongs six times to the 
section of A and CP". These sUl'faces have mi)l'eover a twisted curve 
of order n 2 (3n-4)-6n in common rontaining the 3n(n-2) (n-3) 
points wh ere cpn is cut by the principal tangents a sitnated in a. In 
each of the l'emaining n (11n - 24) points of intersection of this 
curve with a the sllrface cpn lIas fOlt)· coinriding points of inter
section in common with a. From this ensues: 

Tlte locUIi of t!te points zn wltic/i CP" l'0ssesses a foztl'pointed tangent 
(flecnodal line) is a twistl3d cw've of order n (11n-24). 

1) We lmd the indicated numbers in SALMON-FIEDLER, "Analytische Geometrie 
des Raumes", dl'itte Auflage, 1I, p. 622-644, and in SeHvBERT, "Kalkül der abzählenden 
Geometrie", p. 236. 


